GROUND LEVEL

ARTIST GALLERY
Instruments, concert footage, performance outfits, and other special items linked to world-renowned musicians and music innovators.

EXPERIENCE GALLERY
A hands-on opportunity for guests to play many of the instruments on display throughout the museum.

MECHANICAL MUSIC GALLERY
Instruments designed to play on their own including the 25-foot-wide “Apollonia” Orchestron.

TARGET GALLERY
Host to MIM’s special and traveling exhibitions.

CONSERVATION LAB
See instruments being restored and preserved.

UPPER LEVEL

GEOGRAPHIC GALLERIES
Instruments organized by regions of the world, including audio and video recordings of the instruments being played in their cultural context.

SPECIAL DISPLAYS
Highlighting iconic American manufacturers including Steinway & Sons, C. F. Martin & Co., and D’Addario & Co.

LEGEND
- Café Allegro
- Elevators
- Escalator
- Guest Service